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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to explain the construction of concessive participles introduced by *kaì taûta* in Ancient Greek as an instance of epitaxis, a specific type of coordination. This construction will be differentiated from the concessive participles introduced by adverbial *kaì*, the usual construction, by its syntactic configuration and pragmatics. The data is drawn from the works of Xenophon of Athens (c. 430–354 BC).
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1 Introduction

In Ancient Greek it is relatively common to find concessive participles introduced by *kaì*. Concessive participles are a subtype of circumstantial participles which function as adverbial modifiers equivalent to a concessive subordinate clause. Their head can be a participant in the main clause, in which case they

---
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are called conjunct participles; or it can be an independent noun in the genitive case, with the participle in the genitive as well, and then one speaks of an absolute participle construction. The particle *kai* can function either as a copulative conjunction or as an additive focus adverb. When introducing concessive participles, *kai* usually functions as an adverb. This is a phenomenon common to a number of languages: the adverb presupposes the existence of less extreme alternatives as possible values for the hindrance expressed by the subordinate clause. In these cases, *kai* is usually followed by particles (*kai*-per, *kai*-toi) or degree adverbs (*kai* mála, *kai* pánu, *kai* sphódra):

(1) *HG* 7.4.39

hoi dè akoúsantes ekeînon mén, *kai*per
gignóskontes hôti epseúdeto peri sphón,
know:ipfv:ptcp:nom.pl that:comp lie:imperf:3sg about:prep them:gen
aphiesan.
acquit:aor:3pl

‘Upon hearing this they acquitted him, although they knew that he was speaking falsely about them’.1

This paper focuses on the concessive participles introduced by *kai* *taûta*. In this case, *kai* functions as a conjunction coordinating the participle construction which belongs to an independent syntactic unit. After *kai*, an anaphoric pronoun *taûta* appears, referring to the main clause. Accordingly, *kai* *taûta* examples normally emerge after their main clause, whereas other cases have less fixed positions:

(2) *An.* 2.4.15

*kai* proselthôn ánthrôpós tis èrôtîse tous
and:ptc come-up:aor:ptcp:nom.sg man a:nom ask:aor:3sg the
prophúlakas poù ãn idoi Próxenon è
outposts:acc where:int ptc see:aor:opt:3sg Proxenus:nom or:ptc
Kléarkhon; Ménôna dè ouk ezétei, *kai*
Cleanarchus:nom Menon:acc ptc not:neg seek:imperf:3sg and:ptc

1 The English translations are those available at the Perseus Digital Library (http://www.perseus.tufts.edu), with slight changes when strictly necessary. The Greek texts are those of the *TLG* (http://www.tlg.uci.edu); the abbreviations referring to Xenophon’s works follow the *LSJ* standard. I employ the Leipzig Glossing Rules, although superfluous details are omitted.
In this example, a concessive participle construction is introduced by \textit{kaì taûta} after its main clause. Note that the participle is apparently embedded in the preceding clause, but \textit{kaì} functions as a coordinating conjunction. The presence of the anaphoric pronoun \textit{taûta} clarifies this point and makes the repetition of previous material unnecessary: “and that happened (= he did not ask for Menon) despite the fact that he came from Menon’s friend” (the translation available at the Perseus Digital Library is a little bit simplistic regarding this point, as most translations are).

As is discussed further, this kind of coordination is epitactic. Hence, the paper starts with a definition of epitaxis, a construction whose frequency and vitality in Ancient Greek is also claimed. Subsequently, the concessive participle construction introduced by \textit{kaì taûta} is explained as an epictatic construction in contrast to the participles introduced by adverbial \textit{kaì}. Finally, the pragmatic strategies underlying each participle construction are compared.

2 Epitaxis in Ancient Greek

Epitaxis is a particular form of coordination, described as asymmetrical,\footnote{In the sense that the coordinated elements are of a dissimilar grammatical form (Rosén 1990 & 2008: 206).} with a clear pragmatic function of highlighting the introduced information. The term was coined by Gagnepain (1963) after Gr. \textit{ἐπιταγματικός} ‘appositional’ from \textit{ἐπιτάσσω} ‘to postpone’ (Bécares 1985: s. uu.), and it is mostly used in Celto-logical studies. It has been defined by Rosén (2009: 413) as “the presentation of an additional rheme, thus bringing into focus an element that did not fig-
ure in the preceding—syntactically and informationally saturated—sentence, provided this element is a secondary component (an adnominal adjunct or an adverbal one, whether adverb, “praedicativum”, non-argumental case-form, prepositional phrase, or clause ...). The term epitaxis is restricted to historical linguistics. From a more general perspective, epitaxis is a specific type of appendix or Tail, in Functional Grammar terms (Dik 1997b: 401–403), characterised by the presence of the coordinating conjunction (Slings 2002: 64).³

Epitaxis requires that the coordinated element constitutes an independent clause. This element is, however, tightly related to the previous clause to such an extent that Lambrecht (1994: 238 & 356, n. 14) considers that the coordination somewhat breaks the sentence up. According to him, coordination is due to the fact that the proposition contains two different assertions in pragmatic terms, one expressed in the first clause and another expressed in the coordinated one.⁴ The redundant material is regularly omitted in the epitactic construction, although exceptions do exist (Rosén 2008: 221–224). Compare the following pair:⁵

(3)  
Cyr. 6.3.12  

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{kai} & \quad \text{gár} & \quad \text{prò} & \quad \text{tès táxeōs} & \quad \text{taútēs} & \quad \text{álloi} \\
\text{even:adv} & \quad \text{for:ptc} & \quad \text{in-front-of:prep} & \quad \text{the} & \quad \text{company} & \quad \text{this:gen} & \quad \text{other:nom.pl} \\
\text{hōs} & \quad \text{triákonta} & \quad \text{hippeîs} & \quad \text{sukhnòn} & \quad \text{about:adv} & \quad \text{thirty} & \quad \text{horsemens:nom} & \quad \text{at-a-distance:adv} \\
\text{proelaúnoi}, & \quad \text{kai} & \quad \text{méntoi} & \quad \ldots & \quad \text{kat'} & \quad \text{ride-forward:present:3pl} & \quad \text{and:ptc} & \quad \text{indeed:ptc} & \quad \text{against:prep} \\
\text{autois hēmâs}. & \quad \text{ourselves:acc} \\
\end{align*}
\]

‘For at a considerable distance in advance of this company about thirty other horsemen are riding forward; as a matter of fact, they are riding in the direction of our party’.

---

³ Note that the coordinating conjunction can be ø; cf. Rosén (2008).
⁴ According to Lambrecht (1994: 52), pragmatic assertion is “The proposition expressed by a sentence which the hearer is expected to know or take for granted as a result of hearing the sentence uttered”, while pragmatic presupposition is “The set of propositions lexicogrammatically evoked in a sentence which the speaker assumes the hearer already knows or is ready to take for granted at the time the sentence is uttered”.
⁵ Epitaxis involves stripping, i.e., “a rule that deletes everything in a clause under identity with corresponding parts of a preceding clause, except for one constituent” (Hankamer & Sag 1976: 409).
In the first example, a prepositional phrase is epitactically introduced, and so it appears as the only overt syntactic constituent of its clause (*kat’ autoûs hêmâs* ‘against ourselves’). One can observe that the translation available at the Perseus Digital Library repeats the verb (“they are riding”) in the coordinated clause, although it is omitted in the Greek original. In the second example, the introduced element is an adverb of manner (*dikaíōs* ‘with justice’), but the main verb is repeated (*apaitéis* ‘he will demand back’). In this case, the particle *méntoi* is placed after the verb.

Epitaxis is a common construction in a number of IE and non-IE languages, including Latin (H. Rosén 2008); Celtic languages (Lambert 1985); Spanish (rae: § 31.4w & x); German, in which the sequence *und zwar* is frequently used to introduce epitactic elements (Altmann 1981: 71; Behaghel 1923: § 1038; Engel 1996: 747; Günthner 2012); and Hebrew (Lambert 1984). Nevertheless, it has not been thoroughly studied in Ancient Greek. Rosén (2008: 239) goes so far as to state that “Ancient Greek epitaxis is highly constrained in its structure with its normally employed, virtually compulsory *καὶ ταῦτα* / *τὸῦτο* or adnominal *οὗτος* in concord, as the case may be”. Yet, that constraint disregards the variety exhibited by epitaxis in that language. On the other hand, epitactic constructions are only mentioned in the specific bibliography. See Denniston (1954: 291–292), Bäumlein (1861: 147–148), Kühner & Gerth (1904: 246–247) and Smyth (1920: § 947), who generally insists on the highlighting effect of this employment of *kaí*. This lack of attention is somewhat remarkable given that a careful examination of the texts reveals a surprising vitality. I have checked the occurrences of the most typical sequences introducing epitactic elements in the entire Xenophontean corpus, including *Athênaïôn politeïa*, whose authorship is disputed; see Jiménez (2013). According to my data, *kaí mála* is epitactically used 22 times, *kaí pánu* 5 times, and *kaí sphôdra* 2 times.

---

6 An. 1.5.8, 3.1.29, 4.6.16, 5.6.15, 5.7.4, 6.1.32, Ap. 8, Cyr. 1.3.10, 4.2.46, 5.1.12, 7.5.50, HG 2.4.2, 4.1.25, 4.5.7, 4.7.2, 5.2.3, 5.4.16, 6.5.13, 7.1.19, 7.5.10, Mem. 3.11.10, Sm. 4.49.

7 An. 2.3.25, Cyr. 6.1.41, Oec. 1.22, 11.9, 13.1.

8 Oec. 3.4, Sm. 8.4.
Moreover, 28 occurrences of *kai taula*\(^9\) must be added. These sequences consist of the conjunction *kai* followed by an adverb of degree or by an anaphoric pronoun:

\[(5) \quad \text{HG 4.7.2} \]
\[
\text{ho} \quad \text{dè} \quad \text{apekrínato} \quad \text{kai} \quad \text{mála} \quad \text{katà}
\]
\[
\text{he:pro ptc answer:aor:3sg and:ptc quite:adv according-to:prep tautà.}
\]
\[
\text{the-same:acc.pl}
\]
‘And he (Apollo) answered verbally, and he did hold quite the same opinion’.

\[(6) \quad \text{Mem. 3.7.2} \]
\[
\text{oīmai} \quad \text{se} \quad \text{dunatòn} \quad \text{ónta} \quad \text{oknèn}
\]
\[
\]
\[
\]
\[
\]
‘I fancy that you shrink from work that is within your powers, and work in which it is your duty as a citizen to take a hand’.

Example (5) is not evident, although it is selected by Rosén (2008: 234) for her illustration of epitaxis in Ancient Greek. It should be contextualised: the subject is the god Apollo who endorses the answer of his father Zeus (*mála katà tautà* “quite in the same way”), albeit in words, whereas Zeus has spoken through signs in victims. Buchsenschutz (1884: 189) and Grosser & Ziegler (1899: 79) translate *kai taula* in this passage by “und zwar”, one of the most typical sequences introducing epitactic elements in German. In example (6), epitaxis is evident, even if the translation resorts to a (prepositional) object “(from) work”, which is absent in the Greek original. This example is also syntactically more complex: *taúta* refers to the main clause and the relative clause coordinated by *kai* constitutes the true object of *epimeleîsthai* ‘to take care of’.

---

\(^9\) Ag. 1.38, 2.24, 2.28, An. 1.4,12, 2.4,15, 6.2,10, 7.1,29, 7.6,35, Cyr. 1.6,45, 2.2,12, 2.2,16, 2.3,9, 5.3,30, HG 2.3,53, 5.1,17, 5.4,22, 6.5,37, Hier. 1.9, 7.8, Mem. 1.2,29, 2.2,5, 2.3,1, 3.7,2, Oec. 8.23, 11,3, 17.6, 20,28, Vect. 3,10.
The cases are not reduced to those types, \textit{kaí + adverb of degree / taúta}, as Rosén herself recognises (2008: 234). See, for instance, examples (3) and (4). In the following example, the epitactic construction is achieved by using \textit{állōs te kaí}:

\begin{verbatim}
(7) HG 3.3.7
légein d' autòn éphē hóti kaì taúta
say:ipfv:inf ptc him:acc state:aor:3sg that:comp also:adv those
hópla pánt' eîe hopósois ánthrōpoi kaì
weapons all:acc be:ipfv:opt:3sg which:rel:dat.pl men:nom and:ptc
gên kaì xúla kaì hopósois ánthrōpoi kaì
gén kaì xúla kaì hopósois ánthrōpoi kaì
állos te kaì prós aóplous.
otherwise:adv and:ptc also:adv against:prep unarmed:acc.pl
\end{verbatim}

'And he said, the informer continued, that all those tools with which men work the land and timber and stone were likewise weapons ..., and especially against unarmed men'.

The phrase \textit{állōs te kaí} is a locution made up of three elements, the adverb of manner \textit{állōs} ‘otherwise, in another way’ plus the additive particles \textit{te} and \textit{kaí}. Note that this is the adverbial correspondent of the focalising expression \textit{állos, è, o te kaí} ‘especially’ (\textit{LSJ}: s. u. ἄλλος ιιι.6; Ruijgh 1971: 830; Bakker 1988: 263; Crespo et al. 2003: 54), with the indefinite pronoun equivalent to Eng. ‘another’, \textit{állos te kaí} being used when the introduced element is indeclinable (Bonifazi in press: §125).

Epitactic constructions are fairly common in Ancient Greek and most of them are, to my knowledge, introduced by \textit{kaí}. However, Denniston (1954: 317–318) and Thesleff (1954: §§ 41, 61, 106) consider \textit{kaí} an intensifier when it is followed by an adverb of degree; see also Smyth (1920: § 2882c) and Cooper (1998: 1350–1351). This is quite confusing (\textit{kaí mála} = ‘exceedingly, certainly’), and it is not the case with \textit{taúta} since the anaphoric pronoun cannot be intensified.

3 \hspace{1cm} Epitaxis, Concessive Participles, and \textit{kaí taúta} in Ancient Greek

As we have seen, the sequence \textit{kaí taúta} is one of the most typical in Greek epitactic constructions. Moreover, its use with concessive participles has already been described (Kühner & Gerth 1904: 85 & 247; Smyth 1920: § 2083; Cooper 1998: 854–855; \textit{LSJ} s. u. ὀὔτος VIII.2). In my opinion, the use of this sequence as a concessive marker is best captured within the frame of epitaxis.
Before dealing with *kaì taûta* itself, the usage of *kaí* with concessive participles must be considered in general. This usage includes both adverbial and coordinating *kaí*. Indeed, it is not always easy to determine whether *kaí* functions as an adverb or as a coordinating conjunction. It is well known that *kaí* is usually used as a concessive marker of circumstantial participles (Schwyzer & Debrunner 1950: 389; Goodwin 1897: 341; Chantraine 1953: 320–321). This function can be carried out either by *kaí* alone or in specific combinations (Bakker 1988: 140; Wakker 1994: 330), including *kaí per, kaí-toi* (no example in Xenophon’s works, but see *LSJ s. u. 111* and Denniston 1954: 559), and *kaí* followed by adverbs of degree:

(8)  
*Cyr.* 5.1.26  
*sùn mèn soi hómös kaí en téi*  
with:prep ptc you:dat however:adv even:adv in:prep the  
*polemíai* oøtes tharroûmen.  
enemy’s:dat.sg be:ipfv:ptcp:nom.pl be-confident:pres:pl  
‘with you we are not afraid even in the enemy’s land’.

(9)  
*HG* 4.3.20  
*ho dé, kaíper pollà traúmata ékhôn,*  
he:pro ptc even:adv many:sg wounds:acc have:ipfv:ptcp:nom.sg  
hómös ouk epelátheto toû theíou.  
however:adv not:neg forget:aor:3sg the deity:gen  
‘And he, although he had received many wounds, nevertheless did not forget the deity’.

(10)  
*Mem.* 2.4.4  
*horân éphē toûs polloûs tôn mèn állôn*  
see:ipfv:inf say:aor:3sg the many:acc.pl the:gen.pl ptc other  
ktémátōn, kaí pánu pollôn autoîs  
possessions:gen even:adv very:adv many:gen.pl them:dat  
óntōn, tô plêthos eidótas.  
be:ipfv:ptcp:gen.pl the number:acc know:perf:ptcp:acc.pl  
‘I find—he said—that most men know the number of their other possessions, however great it may be’.

This development is associated with the general tendency of additive particles to evolve into concessive markers (König 1988: 153–154). That pattern is mostly exhibited by scalar additive particles (Haspelmath & König 1998: 584–587), which indicate that the event expressed in the subordinate clause is
highly unexpected by presupposing the existence of less extreme alternatives as to the realisation of the main event (König 1991: 82–87; Wakker 1994: 329–330).

However, *kaí* is a polyfunctional additive particle, which can be used as a copulative conjunction as well as an additive adverb, both simple and scalar. Ancient Greek is not an exception seeing as other languages show similar polyfunctional elements (König 1991: 65–66). In the above cases, the concessive participle construction is located within the main clause, and there is no coordination at the phrase level; accordingly, *kaí* must be understood as an adverb. Notwithstanding, the function of *kaí* as an adverb can be questioned when the construction follows the main clause. Compare the following pair:

(11) *HG* 3.1.22

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>hoi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d’</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>apò</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>tòn</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>púrgôn</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kaì</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mála</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


> ‘Now the men on the towers, even though they were extremely high, saw Medias with him and did not throw their missiles’.

(12) *HG* 7.5.10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>diataxámenoi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>hoi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Spartiátaí</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ephúlatton,</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>kaì</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>mála</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>olígoi</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>óntes.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


> ‘The Spartiatae posted themselves at various points and kept guard, although they were extremely few’.

In both passages, a concessive participle is found preceded by *kaì mála*. The additive particle functions as a concessive marker, and *mála* is an adverb of degree modifying a following adjective as part of the “extremeness” proper to concessive circumstances (Wakker 1994: 330): in the first passage, the guards on the towers were able to visually identify the coming people in spite of the fact that those towers were very high; in the second, the Spartiatae prepared themselves to defend the city even though there were few of them to do so. In the first case, *kaì* is an additive adverb. However, the position of the second example after the main clause can cause uncertainty about the syntactic status of *kaì* since (epitactic) coordination is possible in that position (Jiménez 2013).
In the case of *kaì taûta*, the adverbial interpretation of *kaì* is excluded. The focus of adverbial *kaì* is usually the following element (Jiménez 2014), but in our cases *kaì* does not modify *taûta*. In these instances, *taûta* is an anaphoric pronoun referring back to the main clause, a function that cannot trigger the interpretation of *kaì* as an adverb.10 On the contrary, it perfectly matches the conjunctive interpretation: *kaì* functions as the coordinating conjunction of the participle construction with the preceding clause referred to by the pronoun; *taûta* is neuter plural in accordance with the complexity of its referent, a state of affairs (Schwyzer & Debrunner 1950: 44). Accordingly, the construction normally follows its main clause:

(13) Ages. 1.38

10 If *taûta* were modified by *kaì*, the referent of the pronoun would be in focus (“also / even that”). This cannot be categorically excluded but would imply an asyndeton that is fairly unexpected in Ancient Greek (Emilio Crespo, personal communication). Note that asyndeton can be mitigated by anaphoric pronouns like *taûta* (Denniston 1970: 109), even though *taûta* cannot be the focus and linking element of its clause at the same time.
‘For to me, the name ‘humbug’ seems to apply to those who promise to do what they cannot do, and that, too, when it is evident that they do this only for the sake of getting something’.

(15) An. 6.2.10

\begin{verbatim}
hoi dè lógoi èsan autoîs hôs
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
aiskhrôn elè ... tôus mèn pónous
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
shameful:nom.sg be:ipfv:opt:3sg the:acc.pl ptc hardships:acc
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
sphâs ékhein, tôa dè kérde állous,
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
them:acc:sg have:ipfv:inf:acc:sg the:acc.pl ptc gains:acc others:acc
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
\text{and:ptc that:dem the preservation:acc themselves:gen}
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
kateirgasménon.
\end{verbatim}

achieve:perf:ptcp:gen.pl

‘Their words were to this effect, that it was shameful ... that the hardships should fall to themselves and the gains to others, all despite the fact that the preservation of the army was their achievement’.

In the previous passages, \textit{kai taûta} introduces participle constructions with concessive meaning coordinated to their main clauses. The syntactic complexity varies and includes absolute constructions—as in (15)—which in Ancient Greek tend to be construed in the genitive case. On the other hand, final position after the main clause is characteristic of any kind of epitactic element, like the prepositional phrase \textit{parà tòi proxénōi} in (16):

(16) \textit{HG} 5.4.22

\begin{verbatim}
ouk án pote hoútō móroi èsan hôs
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
not:neg ptc ever:adv so:adv foolish:nom.pl be:imperf:3pl that:comp
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
... en tôi ástei án hupokheiríous hautoûs
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
in:prep the:city:dat ptc subject:acc.pl themselves:acc
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
pareîkhon, kai taûta parà tôi proxénōi,
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
offer:imperf:3pl and:ptc that:dem at:prep the diplomatic-agent:dat
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
hou tákhist' án hêuréthésan.
\end{verbatim}

\begin{verbatim}
where:rel most-speedily:adv ptc find:aor:pass:3pl
\end{verbatim}

‘[... ] they would never have been so foolish as to put themselves in the power of the Athenians in the city, and, still less, at the house of their diplomatic agent, where they would most speedily be found.’
From a semantic perspective, the construction of concessive participles introduced by *kai taûta* is also different from the construction with adverbial *kai*. According to *LSJ*, *kai taûta* adds "a circumstance heightening the force of what has been said". In our case, this heightening is related to the concessive nuance given that the state of affairs represented in the main clause takes place in spite of the hindrance expressed by the participle construction. The concessive effect brought about by invoking less extreme alternatives (the scalar additive particle construction) is obtained with *kai taûta* (the epitactic construction) by adding the hindering circumstance as an independent clause. In this way, no alternatives are invoked, but the realisation of the main event is emphasised by coordinating the hindrance.\(^{11}\)

A similar construction is found in Spanish, where concessive clauses can be introduced by *y eso que*, by means of which "something previously stated by the speaker himself or by his interlocutor is made clear or highlighted" (Flamenco 1999: 3834).\(^{12}\) Note that Spanish *y* is a copulative conjunction and *eso* an anaphoric pronoun, and they function together as a concessive subordinator (followed by *que*).\(^{13}\) On the contrary, the grammaticalisation of *kai taûta* as a concessive marker of participle constructions is incomplete.\(^{14}\) The circumstance denoted by the participle is not necessarily a hindrance, as can be seen in two Xenophontean passages:

(17) Ages. 2.28

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{ásmenos} & \quad \text{delighted:nom.sg} \\
\text{ékousen} & \quad \text{hear:aor:3sg} \\
\text{hóti} & \quad \text{that:comp} \\
\text{metepémpeto} & \quad \text{send-for:imperf:3sg} \\
\text{autón}, & \quad \text{him:acc} \\
\text{kai} & \quad \text{and:ptc} \\
\text{taûta} & \quad \text{hégemonián} \\
\text{hupiskhnoûmenos}. & \quad \text{promise:ipfv:ptcp:nom.sg}
\end{align*}
\]

---

11. In the construction at issue, both the finite verb and the participle are factual; i.e. the hindrance does exist, but the main event takes place regardless.
12. “[…] se hace presente o se destaca algo manifestado previamente por el propio hablante o por el interlocutor”. It must be noted that *y eso que* only introduces factual concessive clauses in the indicative.
13. According to Lambert (1985), epitaxis usually has a concessive nuance in Celtic languages.
14. One of the reviewers emphasises the placement of the construction of *kai + taûta + concessive participle* in the continuum coordination-subordination and wonders whether its grammaticalisation as a concessive construction implies the passage from a coordinate structure (*kai + taûta + ellipsis + concessive participle*) to a subordinate one (*kai + taûta + concessive participle*). This suggests a reanalysis of conjunctive *kai* as an adverb applicable to other cases in which *taûta* is not used, cf. (12). On the continuum coordination-subordination, see Simone (2009) and Van Valin & LaPolla (1997: 454).
‘He was delighted when a summons for help reached him (from the Egyptian king), who actually promised him the chief command’.

(18) Oe. 20.28

labóntes hopóson dúnantai pleíston
get:aor:ptcp:nom.pl as-much-as:rel:acc can:pres:3pl at-most:adv
ágousin autòn dià tês thaláttēs, kai taûta
carry:pres:3pl it:acc through:prep the sea:gen and:ptc that:dem
eis to ploión enthémENOI en hôiper
autoi pléousi.

‘[So deep is their love of corn that on receiving reports that it is abundant anywhere, merchants will voyage in quest of it] ... when they have got as much as possible, they carry it over the sea, and they actually stow it in the very ship in which they sail themselves’.

In both cases, kai taûta introduces a participle construction, though neither of the denoted circumstances constitutes an impediment to the fulfilment of the main event. In fact, it is quite the opposite: both circumstances reaffirm that event by showing the commitment of its subject. Thus, kai taûta functions as a modificateur réalisant (MR) or reinforcing modifier (see Ducrot 1995: 147),\footnote{“Un mot lexical \( \gamma \) est dit ‘\( \text{MD} \)’ (= modificateur déréalisant) par rapport à un prédicat \( x \) si et seulement si le syntagme \( xy \): (i) n’est pas senti comme contradictoire, (ii) a une orientation argumentative inverse ou une force argumentative inférieure à celle de \( x \). Si \( xy \) a une force argumentative supérieure à celle de \( x \), et de même orientation, \( \gamma \) est un MR”} whether it adds a negative or a positive circumstance to the previous sentence.

4 A Pragmatic Account for Concessive Participles Introduced by kai taûta

We have already seen that kai in the sequence kai taûta does not function as an adverb when introducing concessive participles but as a coordinating conjunction. Accordingly, this participle construction is normally encountered following its main clause. There is only one possible exception out of the 14
instances of *kaì taûta* + concessive participle found in Xenophon’s works:16 *Oe.* 8.23 ἀνθρώπον δε γε ζητῶν, *kaì taûta eniote antizētoûnta*, πολλάκις ἀν τις πρότερον, πριν ήχερεῖν, *apeîpoi* “But when you are searching for a person, you often fail to find him, **though he may be searching for you himself**”.17 In contrast, the position of the concessive participles introduced by other sequences is much less fixed: *kaì mála* introduces a concessive participle 8 times within the main clause, 7 times after it;18 *kaì pànu* 2 times within, one time after.19

This distribution is relevant in the differentiation of the concessive participle construction with *kaì taûta* from other constructions with *kaì*. In this regard, the position of the participle is significant for its pragmatic status:

\[(19) \textit{HG 6.5.20} \]

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{ho the:nom.sg} \quad d’ \quad \text{Agēsílāos:nom} \quad \text{even:adv} \quad \text{quite:adv} \\
\text{boulómenos:nom:adv} \quad \text{apâgein lead-back:ipfv:inf} \quad \text{tò stráteuma, ...} \\
\text{hómōs:nom} \quad \text{ekēi katēmeine:nom} \quad \text{tréis hēmérās:nom} \quad \text{three days:acc} \\
\text{nevertheless:adv} \quad \text{there:adv} \quad \text{remain:aor:3sg} \quad \text{three days:acc}
\end{array}
\]

‘And Agesilaus, **even though he was exceedingly desirous** of leading back his army, nevertheless remained there for three days’. 

---

16 *Ag.* 1.38, 2.24, *An.* 1.4.12, 2.4.15, 6.2.10, 7.1.29, *Cyr.* 2.2.12, 2.2.16, 2.3.9, *HG* 2.3.53, *Mem.* 2.3.4, *Oec.* 8.23, 11.3, 17.6.

17 The exception is to some extent apparent since *taûta* refers to the participle clause of *ζητῶν*, an imperfective circumstantial participle in the nominative case agreeing with *tis* ‘anyone’, which is the main clause subject. Even so, *antizētoûnta*, the participle following *kaì taûta* and agreeing with the accusative *ἀνθρώπον*, expresses an obstacle in the realisation of the main event whose finite verb is *apeîpoi*. On the other hand, the clause of *antizētoûnta* might be interpreted as a concessive conditional one (Wakker 1994: 329–339; Haspelmath & König 1998): “even if he may be searching for you himself”. This interpretation is not found in the literature. See for instance Holden (1884: 168): *vicissim et ipsum quaerentem*, ‘himself on his part looking for you’; and Holden (1895: 177): ‘when he is himself looking for you’. In this regard, *kaì taûta* only introduces pure concessive participles, while the concessive conditional type is associated with adverbia *kaì*.

18 *An.* 5.5.17, *Cyr.* 6.1.36, 8.3.38, *HG* 2.4.24, 3.1.22, 6.5.20, 6.5.21, *Mem.* 2.1.4. versus *An.* 3.1.29, 4.6.16, 6.1.32, *Cyr.* 4.2.46, 5.1.12, *HG* 5.2.3, 7.5.10.

19 *Cyr.* 5.1.15, *Mem.* 2.4.4 versus *An.* 2.3.25.
In the first case, the hindrance is introduced before the main verb to express a setting or frame, namely, a circumstance presented as background to the event denoted by that verb: Agesilaus, though he was desirous to go back, remained. This is the normal position of the participle constructions at issue when inserted within the main clause: before the main verb (katémeine) and after their own head (ho Agēsílāos). See Allan (2013) for the placement of the subject before a setting. Furthermore, it must be noted that in (19) the concessive structure is reinforced by using an adversative adverb hómōs ‘nevertheless’, which refers to the concessive clause within the main one (Redondo 2012; Ruiz Yamuza 2011; Quirk et al. 1985: 644–645). In the second case (20), the hindrance is attached after the main clause by coordination: the Athenians did not want to seize any barbarian city, and that despite being conquerors. Thus, the realisation of the main event is not questioned but stated, the hindering circumstance being appended as an independent assertion.

From a pragmatic perspective, adverbial clauses taking first positions usually establish a frame for the main clause (Allan 2013; Bertrand 2010: 294–298; Runge 2010: 207–268; Flamenco 1999: 3815–3816; Thompson 1985; Diessel 2001). Be that as it may, Ancient Greek circumstantial participles have been typologically connected with converbs (Pompei 2012).

20 Settings are “adverbial phrases at the opening of clauses. Such phrases are like Topics in that they provide an orientation for the clause that follows, but they tend to be part of the spatial or temporal (or causal) organization of the text rather than themselves a participant about which the speaker provides information. Even more often than Topic constituents, Settings will provide information that is not previously given, yet has to be considered as presupposed” (H. Dik 2007: 36–37; see also Dik 1997b: 396–398). It must be stressed that settings can be found in different positions, though usually at the beginning of their sentence (Slings 1997: 173, n. 14; Bertrand 2010: 298).

21 A converb is defined as “a verb form which depends syntactically on another verb form, but it is not its syntactic actant, i.e. does not realizes its semantic valencies” (Nedjalkov 1995: 97). Nonetheless, Ancient Greek circumstantial participles are not prototypical converbs
grounds that they have a symmetric discourse relation to their predicate (independent rhemes of Bary & Haug 2011: 13–16). This is not the case for our participles that are equivalent to conjunctional converbs as adverbial modifiers. As for the latter, Bary & Haug (2011: 9–11) distinguishes elaborations, “participles which provide more information about the matrix event”, from frames, “participles ... referring to events that have been mentioned in the previous discourse, or to events that are easily inferred”. This distinction can be tied to the position of circumstantial participles following and preceding their matrix verb, respectively; see Haug (2012). At the same time, we have already seen that epitaxis has a pragmatic effect (Rosén 2009: 413; Lambrecht 1994: 356, n. 14), which is characteristic of reinterpreting structures (Fuentes 2009: 21; Fuentes 2012: 79–81). In our examples, a circumstance affecting the realisation of the main event is added, yet it is not presented as a setting or frame in which that event takes place but as a restriction forcing a reconsideration of what has been said. This restriction is part of the assertion, i.e., it is not taken for granted or accommodated as background, but presented as the focus of its own proposition. On the other hand, these reinterpreting structures are usually juxtaposed, whereas in the case being studied the copulative coordination makes it clear that the second assertion leads to the same conclusions from an argumentative point of view (Anscombre & Ducrot 1983).

since they are adjectives agreeing with a noun in case, gender and number (Haspelmath 1995).

22 Syntactically, these participles are under the scope of negation when their matrix clause is negated. In contrast, concessive participles are not, cf. (2), (9), (20).

23 See also the comments of Lambert (1985) on French “..., et cela ...”: “la seule analyse plausible de cette tournure consiste à y voir: un connecteur (et), un thème (cela, = renvoi anaphorique au contenu de l’énoncé précédent), et un rhème. La formule ..., et cela ... introduit donc un second rhème dans la phrase”.

24 Reinterpretation is one of the pragmatic functions of Tail, “a final constituent which falls outside the clause proper” (Dik 1997a: 418). According to H. Dik (2007, 35–36): “Tail describes constituents that fall outside the clause proper ... when a speaker adds an extra constituent to a complete clause, by way of afterthought, further specification, or correction. Tail constituents ... will always be pragmatically marked: they are allotted a separate intonation unit, after all. Within those intonation units, ... Tail constituents should by definition be analysed as Focus (the most salient part of the intonation unit), but the clause itself will always have its own Focus constituent within it ...”. Van der Wouden (2000) speaks of appendix, which he considers to be a focus position. Nevertheless, Tails can also have topic status when they are coreferent with a topic constituent; see Bertrand (2010: 287–293) and Allan (2013).
Finally, it is interesting to note that the construction we have analysed is one of the constructions attested in Ancient Greek to bring about the highlighting of adverbial clauses. This pragmatic effect is usually achieved through cataphoric correlation (Matić 2003: 615–619; Bertrand 2010: 308–310), as well as through epitactic sequences like καὶ ταῦτα or ἀλλὸς τε καὶ, which are similar to reinforcing pragmatic markers such as Span. eso sí, máxime, and sobre todo (Fuentes 2009; DPDE: s. uu.). In this regard, although καὶ ταῦτα specialises in the introduction of concessive participle clauses, it is also documented with other types of subordinate structures; see Hier. 7.8 καὶ δόρα γε διδόασιν ὑοὶ πολλοὶ τοῦτοι ἕως μισοῦσι, καὶ ταῦτα ὅταν μᾶλλα φόβονται μὴ τι κακὸν ὕπ᾽ αὐτὸν πάθοσιν “And as for presents, most men offer them to one whom they hate, and that too at the moment when they have cause to fear some evil at his hands”. In this example, καὶ ταῦτα is followed by a temporal clause introduced by the subordinator ὅταν whose verb φόβονται is a finite form.

5 Conclusions

Concessive participles introduced by καὶ ταῦτα are to be classified among epitactic constructions, and therefore to be distinguished from concessive participle clauses introduced by adverbial καὶ. Epitaxis is a particular kind of coordination whereby an element is coordinated with its sentence, constituting an independent syntactic unit as well as a second pragmatic assertion. The participles at issue are normally located after their main clause and coordinated by καὶ, while ταῦτα refers to the previous statement. This construction has a highlighting effect by adding a hindering circumstance that forces the reinterpretation of the main clause.
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